Violence in Lebanon continues — Palestinian factions in Lebanon continued fighting despite a cease-fire. last weekend. Lebanese President Amin Gemayel traveled to Rome to lobby for the removal of foreign troops from Lebanon. Israel's Prime Minister Yitzak Shamir and Defense Minister Moshe Arens ' 47, meanwhile, arrived in Washington Sunday for talks with President Reagan. The Syrian government also released a report claiming Syria's president Hafez Assad is still active in the government. Recent rumors claimed Assad was dead or seriously ill.

Protestors remember Aquino's birthday — Hundreds of thousands of Filipinos demonstrated Sunday against the government of Ferdinand E. Marcos, on the birthday of late opposition leader Benigno Aquino. Opposition leaders have accused the Marcos government of assassinating Aquino in August, and the protestors called for Marcos' resignation. Most protests were peaceful, but in Manila, where 200,000 people took part in demonstrations, police clashed with gangs of youths.

Florida to execute Massachusetts man — Robert A. Sullivan is scheduled to die this morning in Florida's electric chair for the killing of a motel manager. Florida Governor Robert Graham signed the warrant for Sullivan's execution three weeks ago and has not yielded to clemency pleas. Catholic clergymen in Florida have strongly opposed the execution of the Belmont, Mass., native, claiming Sullivan was unanimously convicted.

Reagan's approval rating jumps — President Reagan's approval rating jumped to 56 percent shortly after the invasion of Grenada, but fell to 52 percent last week, according to a recent Harris poll. Reagan's approval rating has not reached a consensus about the acid rain problem, he said.

Reagan's approval rating drops — Public approval of President Reagan has fallen four percent since last month. Reagan's approval rating dropped to 56 percent shortly after the invasion of Grenada, but fell to 52 percent last week.
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